Business Architecture aligns the organization. Business Architecture integrates and clarifies the strategies and goals of the company. If your organization has not applied Business Architecture before, select an appropriate effort to pilot the approach to help build an understanding of how it truly takes to get there — without the costly risk of trial-by-error.

If you are interested in learning more about Business Architecture, contact STA Group today. Engage Business Architecture at the beginning of a corporate initiative to see what we can do for your organization. If you would like to read more about Business Architecture, visit info.stagroup.com.

How can Business Architecture be used?

Business Architecture needs:

- Practice offers the following services available to meet your specific Business Architecture needs:
- Training and Mentoring
- Tool Assessment and Alignment
- Standards and Methods Development
- Enterprise Model Building
- Architecture Change Management and Communication
- Practice Structure and Role Development
- Practice Evaluation and Strategy

What is Business Architecture?

Business Architecture bridges the gap between a company's strategy and its IT execution. Our Business Architecture approach delivers: plan is implemented. Our Business Architecture end-state of its business strategy before the enabling your company to visualize the organization and information fit together. We ensure successful strategy translation by translated into actionable objectives. Business Architecture serves to properly align the organization. Business Architecture reveals how an organization is structured and can clearly demonstrate how elements such as capabilities, processes, and systems actually work together. Uncovering misalignment — between the business and IT, between a company's strategy and its IT execution — in a commonly understood language — can improve agility in your business and capacity for growth. Increased operational efficiency. Improved decision making. Focused and aligned strategy.

Why is Business Architecture valuable?

There's a growing realization that the most challenging part of executing strategy is translating strategy into effective execution. However, most organizations struggle with the challenge of translating strategy into effective execution. We integrate deeply into your organization to address all of the dimensions of your challenges and identify the best path to resolution and subsequent realization of strategic goals. We engage us to help start your own Business Architecture practice. Our Business Architecture is Business Architecture.

How to be successful:

- Definition of clear goals and objectives entirely.
- Where your business really is, where it wants to go, and what it needs to really achieve.
- How value is derived through Business Architecture
- Why is Business Architecture valuable?
- When is a good time to engage in Business Architecture?